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Study on Deliberative Democracy in Japan

Political Decision-Making and Public Opinion

Summary

This article discusses on the potential of deliberative democracy to complement

defects of representative democracy. First, this article points out problems of

representative democracy. Then, it examines how deliberative democracy and

deliberation solve those problems and contribute to improvement of democratic policy

making of Japanese political system.

Representative democracy which is a basis of Japanese political system and

parliamentary cabinet system associated with it is not a perfectly democratic system.

First, Representative democracy is a mixture of democracy which emphasizes reflection

of public opinion on policy and liberalism which emphasizes competition of elites who

represent various interests and thoughts. Since liberalism premises decision making by

elite in parliament, it is difficult to reflect public opinion on policy making. Second,

voting also has problem to reflect public opinion on policy. The result of voting does not

always correspond to public opinion perfectly. The Ostrogorski's Paradox and

how to aggregate votes. Third, bureaucrat-led politics also separates public opinion and

policy because it breaks a chain of delegation of authority in parliamentary cabinet

system.

Though representative democracy has problem to connect public opinion with

policy making, public opinion also has problem in its quality. Public opinion is mostly

opinion does not always reflect real will of people. In addition, Japanese people are

experiencing rational ignorance, which means that people do not have interest in politics

and participate in politics rationally because of a lack of political-efficiency. Those

points indicates that public opinion is not sophisticated enough to make political

decision.

This article argues that deliberative democracy is a solution of those problems

representative democracy has. Deliberative democracy is a democratic system which

emphases deliberation between citizens based on rational mind. People generally pursue

private interests in politics. However, participants of deliberation understand and accept
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preference and they make rational decision which concern not only their own interests

deliberation helps to solve the problems of

representative democracy.

This article examines Deliberative Poll as most practical way of deliberative

democracy. In Japan, Deliberative Poll was attempted in national level in 2012,

policy. According to the result of the deliberative poll, it is proved that deliberation does

cause change of preferences of participants and increases knowledge and understanding

on the policy field.

From those characteristics of deliberative democracy, this article attempts to

figure out what kind of possibility deliberative democracy has to solve the problems of

representative democracy. First, deliberative democracy makes public opinion

elaborated and reliable to make decision on political problem. As pointed out above,

public opinion is not in good condition in Japan. The process of deliberation allows

people to have highly qualified public opinion which does not depend only on ideas

produced by mass-media but on thought of participants own. This article shows

information voluntarily. Those points show that deliberative democracy can improve

quality of public opinion.

Deliberative democracy also has potential to solve the problem of rational

ignorance. Deliberative democracy attempts to reflect public opinion elaborated by

deliberation on policy making without passing through representatives. Voting rate in

Japan is quite low and people do not have a solid sense of political efficiency. Those

two points are inter-related in the rational abstention theory. If the attempt of

del

a result of elimination of rational ignorance.

As mentioned above, deliberation and deliberative democracy have potential to

solve the problems of public opinion which is a basis of democracy. In addition to this,

deliberative democracy has possibility to solve the problems of representative

democracy and work as complement of it. Representative democracy has trouble in

reflecting public opinion on policy making. Since people are only allowed to choose

politicians who represent their will, it is impossible to declare their opinion on each

policy under representative democracy. Also there is a risk that politicians and
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Deliberative democracy is an attempt to create new way to deliver public

opinion to policy makers. In contrast to the representative democracy which reflects

public opinion on individual policies through a chain of delegations from citizens to

politicians or bureaucrats, deliberative democracy reflects opinions of citizens on the

policy directory. Though citizens cannot be decision maker in current practices such as

Deliberative Poll, it has certain impact on process of policy making because people can

declare their argument on each policy.

Under current political system, citizens has lost opportunity to declare their

opinions and are forced to subordinate to the political decision made by the elites

simply because they voted and accepted to delegate their authority. Deliberative

democracy creates new relationship on policy making between citizens and elites. In

addition, public opinion created by deliberation is more reliable than normal public

opinion because participants of deliberation sophisticate their opinion through

deliberation. Thus, policy makers do not need to afraid that the public opinion is not

rational and reliable to make decision based on it.

In conclusion, deliberative democracy has potential to complement defects of

representative democracy. Though the system of representative democracy has been

improved and now has matured in long history, it still has some problems which are

fundamental and crucial in terms of democratic ideal. Deliberative democracy can solve

those problems through deliberation. People attain opportunity to express their view on

each problem related to policy making under deliberative democracy. Through

deliberation, people get interest in and start to learn political problems. In representative

democracy, aspect of liberalism erodes democracy and public will decays because of

rational abstention. Deliberative democracy can solve those problems as mentioned

above. In that sense, deliberative democracy has potential to defend democracy from

fault of representative democracy.


